FCCA Members’ Gallery
Artist Contract for Exhibition
Work to be delivered to FCCA
Name:

813 Sophia Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
540.373.5646
www.fccagallery.org

Members’ Gallery

Street Address

Exhibit month and year:

City, State, Zip
Phone(s)

Email

FCCA agrees to exhibit the artwork of said exhibitor between the dates of ___________________________
FCCA will provide publicity in Fredericksburg, VA and the surrounding area and will provide website and
social media coverage of the exhibit. FCCA does not provide insurance against damage or loss of art. FCCA
agrees to accept monies including VA Sales Tax in payment for artwork offered by said exhibitor for sale.
FCCA will retain 25% of all sales. FCCA will forward sale monies to said exhibitor within one month of
exhibition closing date.
The EXHIBITOR,

agrees to deliver all artworks to be exhibited, including: (a)

two copies of an accurate inventory list with prices/valuations, and (b) an artist statement, to FCCA at 813
Sophia Street, Fredericksburg, VA 22401 by the date of

for installation. Exhibitor agrees to

deliver artworks in suitable condition for public display (no saw tooth hangers). FCCA reserves the right to
reject work from exhibition due to content or inability to properly install the work. At least two-thirds of the
pieces exhibited shall be offered for sale to the public. All artwork must be labeled on back with artist
name, title of artwork, and price. Exhibitor agrees to remove artwork by 3:00pm on Friday,____________.
Any artwork remaining thirty (30) days after this date becomes the property of FCCA. The exhibitor agrees to
pay FCCA its 25% commission (as a donation to FCCA) on all artwork exhibited at FCCA that is sold within
60 days of the close of the exhibition if the sale is a result of exposure gained from FCCA. FCCA reserves the
right to reproduce accepted artwork for publicity purposes, including posting on our website, during the run of
the exhibition, and for one year thereafter.

Exhibitor Signature
Please sign and return one copy of this contract by

Tronja Anglero, Vice President FCCA
.

With artist’s permission (Yes___ No___) there may be a “cash and carry” policy during this show, so buyers may take the item
from the gallery at the time of sale. Docents will be instructed to call the artist when a sale is made. The selling artist may
___choose to replace sold items with additional works placed in FCCA storage; ___may choose to post a red dot in place of
work in a “cash and carry” sale; or ___ sold work will remain on exhibit for pick up by purchaser after the exhibit closes.

